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NOTES AND STUDIES 

THE SAYINGS OF PAUL OF SAMOSATA: 

ADDITIONAL NOTES. 

IN the ye!_lr 1883 Cardinal Pitra published ten extracts from the 
documents of the Synod of Antioch which condemned Paul of Samosata, 
in a Syriac rendering.1 The first five are from the Encyclical Epistle, 
and are given in the order in which they appeared in it, the sixth is 
from the same source, the seventh, eighth, and ninth are from the Acta 
Disputationis, and the tenth from the Creed.2 Unfortunately these 
extracts did not come to my notice till after my paper on the Sayings 
of Paul of Samosata in the October number of J. T. S. had been 
published. I propose now to shew the extent to which they illustrate 
or supplement the conclusions reached in it. I follow the order of the 
fragments collected in my previous paper, and occasionally refer to 
its pages. 

FRAGMENT I. 

This fragment is referred to in Pitra no. 3, which contains two 
paragraphs of a passage in the Epistle in which apparently the Synod 
commented on various testimonies from the Old Testament. The first 
seems to have been based on Isa. vii 14; the second interprets Micah 
v 1 (2) as predicting that the Word whose goings forth were from 
everlasting should go forth from Bethlehem, and then proceeds to 
paraphrase a saying of Paul :-

·~l( J~( ~ ~? J~ :~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~? oolo 1 

'And again, that Jesus Christ was born from Mary, but the Word 
from God.' 

1 J. B. Pitra Analecta Sacra Spicilegio Solesmensi parata vol. iv pp. 183-186: 
Latin rendering pp. 423-425. The extracts are preserved in the British Museum 
MSS Add. Syr. 12154, 12155, 14533, 14538. 

2 See Routh Re!. Sac.2 iii 367. 
8 This is immediately preceded by the words "!~! ~{ .16~? ~01 ,..3 

~iOI? ~ 'Besides these things in opposition this teacher of heresies 
said.' Probably a saying of Paul which followed this clause has fallen out of 
the text. · 

I 2 
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This summary confirms the accuracy of the text of frag. i in the 
clause Zs lcrnv 'I1Jcrovs XptcrT6s, on which I have elsewhere laid stress 
(p. 42). The connexion in which, as we now learn, it stood in the 
Epistle suggests that TCfJ (K ~avt8 Y£YEV1Jp.lv'f is Paul's gloss-supported 
by some modern commentators-on the closing words of Micah vI (2). 

It should be noted that the first paragraph of the extract betrays the 
hand of a later editor in two places. It states that Immanuel was of 
two natures, the Divinity of the Word, and the body which was endowed 
with a rational soul(~ ~~~o,..?). The last phrase occurs also, 
as we shall see, in Pitra no. 1. But elsewhere it is said that Christ was 
composed of the Logos and the human body, no mention being made 
of the soul. See, e.g., the second paragraph of this extract, and Pitra 
nos. I (par. 2 ), 5, 7, g, 1 o. Again, reference is made to followers of 
Paul who to this day(~~ ~~) are infected with his opinions. 
Here at least the words ' to this day' must be a later insertion. 

FRAGMENT II. 

Pitra no. 4- runs thus :-

)~::::,... t";L .,..? ... ~,. : ~?ll..&.l? Do h~ .;..::::,... ~? l-01 
~{;..~ t:9f -~~?o r"???o .. Dto ~;? oot : ~ ~~o 
oto~? :I~ 01-~ c.~ ~ f~ : ~? ~Cl ~ ~~ 

.)oot ~~ 

'But now it is meet for us to intimate this, that he separates as two 
the Word and Jesus Christ ; as to whom (se. Jesus Christ) he has 
indicated both that he was weary and that he slept and that he hungered : 
albeit he idly says that His whole being suffered these things, for pre
viously he affirmed that the Word is in the whole man.' 

, This extract quotes two sayings of Paul, the second of which was in 
an earlier part of the Acta than the first. The second, which I have 
not found elsewhere, is suitably placed after-perhaps not immediately 
after-lv va!f' in frag. ii l. 11. There accordingly we may insert some 
such words as 

The first seems to be another report of the words a paraphrase of 
which is placed within brackets in frag. ii 11. II, I2. If so, it is probably, 
as far as it goes, a more exact representation of what Paul actually said, 
for the Epistle is obviously a better witness in such matters than 
Theodorus of Raithu. 
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There is also a reference to fragment ii in the first sentence of Pitra 
no. x, where we are told that the Epistle says:-

~J.,..cDo( »( : J~h J~o J~ o.ot ~( J~? ,..? ~? 
.~J,..~o,.. ~? J~ ,.....L? 

'That not as in the prophets did the Word and Wisdom of God work, 
but was united in essence (crovovutwpivo~) to the body which was 
endowed with a rational soul ' (tit. animated rationally). 

Compare frag. ii ll. 9-n. We have here again the interpolated 
reference to the rational soul. 

The next sentence is a translation of the following, which Leontius 
quotes from the Epistle:-

Toifro Sf: olJK &~wvuw oi Ka8oAtKo£ Kat fKKA7J<Tta<TTtKOt Kavov£~' &AA' 
fK£{vov~ p..f:v P..£T£<TX7JKWat uocp{a~ fJL7rV£01l<T7J~ ~~wOw' Kat ru'YJ~ OV<T7J~ 7rap' 

aflTots' aflT~V Sf: T~V uocp{av St' £avT~~ £m8£87Jp..7JKEvat ollutwSw~ £v T~ €K 
Map{a~ uwp..an. 

In Leontius this is a continuation of the passage quoted under 
frag. v (p. 28), which, like the first sentence of the present extract, refers 
to frag. ii. There it is obviously in its proper place, the word Towo 

pointing back to the statement of Paul quoted immediately before. 
·In the extract before us there is nothing to which it can refer. It seems 
· therefore that the two sentences of the extract are distinct passages of 
· the Epistle. 

FRAGMENT VI. 

Pitra no. 9 gives from the Acta the exact statement of Paul represented 
in the second part of this fragment, which I have printed from 

' Malchion's paraphrase, as translated by Peter the Deacon. It runs 
thus:-

•oto.A./ "'~ D? : l_f" » ~o.¥1 )o~? J~ (a) 
'The Word cannot become compounded, lest it should forsake its 1 glory.' 

.,~-¥~Llo ~;lh .m.. (b) 

'God forbid that it should be compounded and mingled.' 

After (a) comes Malchion's short rejoinder, 

.ot.....,o I~ : ~;l{ » 
'No, there is composition-the Word and its body.' 

1 Syr. 1 his' ; probably a mistranslation of all7 ov, referring to 0 ll.o'Yo>. Similarly 
on pp. 41 5 the pronouns referring to J~ are masculine. 
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After (b) follows Malchion's remark, 

o.01ot:-l ~~oh ~lL U, · : ~o; hol? ~l J~j U I!~ 
.)~l? 01~ 01~ 

' On this account you will not confess composition, lest you should 
say that the Son of God is essentially (ovcnwllws) in His body.' 

This is the second sentence of Malchion's comment on Paul's saying, 
as reported by Peter (p. 29). There is nothing in it corresponding to 
Peter's 'sed sapientia secundum participationem '. It agrees more 
closely, however, that Peter's rendering with the parallel passage of the 
Epistle (p. 30) inasmuch as it has the equivalent of Ell uwp.an instead 
of 'in eo'. 

Of the latter passage there is a translation in Pitra no. 6 :-

~o JL~L~, .~t::.~ t::-~J;-l : l~ ~J' )LQ.SL.c..L~ 
.~cJ..:> 

This agrees exactly with the Greek of Leontius except that it omits 
p.d(}TJCTLV Ka{ and OVCTtwp.[VTJV EV CTWJLUTt,1 

FRAGMENT VIII. 

This fragment, as I have printed it, consists of no more than four 
words taken from Leontius's sixth extract from the Epistle, and it is 
obviously a mere paraphrase. In Pitra no. 8 the full text of the saying 
is translated from the Acta :-

:~ !~01 ,-o :)K~~:~ .. ~ ~Ll r·~ ~' 001 ~~a.
J~lt 01~ J~ ~a- o.01ot:-l! ~ :,.Y?t : ~c J~ O.~J.::oo 
="'-~ ~c ~Lh eO, .JL~c ~ ..Q.QQ.A. ~! 001 : ..... , oO, 

1,., ~' o~ QJ,'Ia~ Do ·~ U •• J~ ~ ~ ~' 001 

~,L, ~ ~l ,;~ .)~Q..' llo-.::o ~ll! ~01 ~ : ~ 
-~l ~ ~,L, Nl ,;~ -~l ~ 

'Jesus Christ who was of Mary was joined to Wisdom and became 
one with it, and by means of it became Son and Christ.2 For he 
[Malchion ?] said that Jesus Christ was the Son of God who suffered, 
who endured buffeting on the cheeks and stripes, who was buried and 

1 Pitra conceals the resemblance by translating )l~LQ.a. by amicitiam, The 

word)l~ is the regular equivalent of uvvacpEta in Nestorian theology. 
1 Pitra, no doubt following the MS, punctuates 'became one, with it and by 

means of it, he became', &c. 
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descended to Sheol, who rose from the dead. For it is not fitting to 
divide that one who (was) before the ages from this who was born in 
the end of days. For I tremble to speak of two sons; I tremble to 
speak of two Christs.' 

It will be observed that there is here a distinct pronouncement that 
Jesus Christ was Son. For the importance of this seep. 34· 

The parallel passage of the Epistle (quoted from Leontius, p. 34) is 
translated in Pitra no. z, the first clause being omitted and an insignificant 
clause added at the end. 

I have now to ask attention to a new saying of Paul, which I may 
designate as 

FRAGMENT XIX. 

~to .J.,..t-" l-o; ~ lo01 .,g.,.a, :fA~ U ~ J...?~ l~) 
(.19"' lo01 J.=Q.:Q.J 

('The Word when alone, while it was not incarnate, had need of the 
Holy Spirit; and was passing under law.') 

The evidence for this saying is in the following speech of Malchion, 
translated from the Acta (Pitra no. 7) :-

~ J...?~ l~? .~~ .s:>?i ~01 t-"Of.9? ~Q..IJ,') ~ 
.~ OI-L» ~ ~ ... o; .J.,..t-" )....o; ~ lo01 ~ U : f~ » 
01~ ~J..-,o( lo01 ~? '*.:~~:> »? .lo."' lc01 J.=Q.:Q.J ~t Uo 
: ~~ loOt ~ O~? OOt .,.? :wOOl ~ ... ~, ~? ~.::::..,.( : ~~~ 

oOit~, l~~o? ltQ..o!-0 Jt~;.:.c ~ 
'Concerning the qnuma of our Saviour it is right to think thus : that 

the Word when alone, while it was not incarnate, had not need of the 
Holy Spirit, for the Spirit received of it; and it was not passing 
under law. But because it was united essentially (ovutw8ws) to its 
human body, as for the things which were happening to Him, it is as 
though He himself suffered them because of the composition and 
essen_tial union (of the body) with Him.' 

Assuming that Malchion is here combating a doctrine of his opponent, 
it seems clear that he would have regarded the words printed above 
as a sufficient statement of it. But it cannot be claimed that they 
approximate in the form of expression to any single utterance of Paul ; 
they may represent a whole group of his sayings in summary fashion, 
and possibly not with absolute fairness. We may reasonably infer, 
however, from Malchion's argument that Paul held the Logos to be 
distinct from, and in some measure subordinate to, the Holy Spirit. 
But it must be remembered that another saying has led us to believe 
that he made the Holy Spirit inferior to the Logos (p. 41). 
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It may here be remarked that the foregoing investigation confirms 
Harnack's favourable opinion regarding the series of extracts on which 
it is based.1 He pointed out that nos. I, 2, 6 are in agreement with 
Leontius's extracts from the Epistle ; we now know that no. 9 is in 
agreement with an extract preserved by Petrus Diaconus, 2 and that 
nos. I, 3, 4, 8, 9 have points of contact with known sayings of Paul 
of Samosata.8 If editorial revision must be admitted/ there is reason to 
suppose that it was confined within narrow limits. On the whole Pitra's 
extracts seem to be of high value. 

I take this opportunity to thank the Rev. F. W. Puller, S.S.J.E., for 
pointing out an error in my former paper. On pp. 31, 32 I stated that 
St Hilary, in the latter part of his de Synodz"s commented on a letter of 
some 'Gaulish bishops': I should have written 'Eastern bishops'. 
It is in fact clear that the letter was the document presented to the 
third Council of Sirmium in 358 by Basil of Ancyra, Eustathius of 
Sebaste and Eleusius of Cyzicus, who acted as delegates of the Council 
of Ancyra held earlier in the same year. 5 Their testimony as to the 
proceedings at Antioch is more reliable than that of any bishops of 
Gaul could have been; and we are expressly told by Sozomen that their 
letter contained the decrees against Paul and Photinus.6 My argument 
therefore regarding the use of the word 6p.oovcnov by Paul, so far as it 
is based on St Hilary's statements, is considerably strengthened by 
Mr Puller's correction. 

H. J. LAWLOR. 

1 Die Oberliejerung u. der Bestand der altch. Litt. p. 522; Chronologie der altch. 
Lift. ii p. I 35 note. 

2 Seep. II7· 8 Pp. II5-II8. • Pp. u6, II 7· 
5 Hi!. de Syn. 771 SI, go; Sozomen H. E. iv I31 15. 
6 Sozomen, l, c. 


